To prove this theorem, we will show that its hypothesis implies that (1) has a fundamental set of solutions y Q, . . -, y _ . such that (tr~'(l + o(l))/(r-j)\, 0<j<r, do) y{,)^ = \ \o(f~j), r+1 <;<«-1.
If (10) (To see that (10) implies (11), observe that a typical term in the expansion of Wr(t) according to the definition of determinant is of the form + n'~01 y. it), where \jQ, .... jr_ A is a permutation of JO.r -l\. The product for which j■ = i (0 < i < r -l) equals 1 + o(l), from (10). Every other product is of the order IT~ 0(r!-,7, where "0" can be replaced by "o" in at least one factor. Since X'~_o 7 -/'■) = 0, every such product equals o(l).)
We will use the contraction mapping principle to show that y ", ---, .
y _j exist. The subspace P U", °7 of C(n~ '[t",«) consisting of functions such that y^' it) = OitT~'), 0 < / <n -1, is a Banach space under the norm 
r'V^'Xi)! < GT(t)a(t; y), 0 < i < n -r -1, t > tQ, where (25) Gr7)=o (l) and Gt depends on the operator M, but not on y or tQ.
Proof. Integrals of the form
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29) L sup |s'x[%)| < -± a (t; y)
y=o s>t 2 r tor every y in P [rQ, oo), and now (24) and (25) follow from (23), (28), (29) and the inequality ("_r_,_l)! £J \ " / (n-r-il)\ ĩ f we take t=l Lemma 3 implies that T , as defined by (13) and (14), maps P [tQ, oo)
into itself, for any tQ > 0. Moreover, if y and y are both in Pft^, «=), routine estimates based on (13), (14) and (24) Because of (25), we can choose tQ so that GT(tQ) < l/n, and then (30) implies that TT is a contraction mapping of P [<n, oc) into itself.
The fixed point (function) y of T satisfies (1) on (tQ, oo), and can be extended as a solution of (1) Qj(r) =J°° F(s\fr(s)ds = -Fl(t)dj(t) -J~ Flis)tfr'is)ds, and our hypotheses imply that Q j(z") = Oiipit)), and therefore, from (6), /j(f) = 0(t~ dj(t)), so that (31) implies /j £ AQ. Since g j = 0, it follows that / £ A j.
As an application of Theorem 2, consider the iterated logarithms:
(32) LQ(t) = t, L1(t) = log t, L2it) = logilogt),... ,L.(t) = logL._1it).
Since L'.it) = [El'Cg1 L.it)]~l, i > I, the functioñ Our hypotheses imply that the integral on the right equals 0(if/'(t)), so (6) and ( Our hypotheses and the boundedness of A imply that each term on the right is 0(t~ lif/(t)); hence (6) and (34) yield f2(t)=0(r2yj(t)) = o(r2), and therefore f2 £ AQ. Since gj = g2 = 0, it follows that / £ A2. 
